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Figure 1: Hapa H-900 WD 37 5D (4-360) R (600 dpi) 
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1. General Description  

(Hapa 900) 

The Hapa Web 4.0 provides users with the perfect solution for managing packaging 
complexity. Costs & set up times are reduced while flexibility is greatly increased when 
compared to buying and storing printed materials. The system can print on a variety of 
roll fed substrates including Aluminum Foil, Paper, PVC and Tyvek. This solvent-free 
printing technology uses modern UV curing DOD inks, that are ideally suited for use 
within a pharmaceutical environment. 

The system can print up to 5 colors (5D), for example CMYK plus 1 spot color or pinning 
unit.  

High quality print is assured via the DOD technology and a UV LED curing system. The 
machine utilizes a controlled stop to ensure materials are cured thereby eliminating 
‘standing print’ and quality variations if the packaging line stops. The system is available 
in three (3) configurations for top mounting (T) in line with a packaging machine, stand 
mounting (S) next to the line or offline roll to roll (R). 

General Specifications   

Description  Value  

Native Resolution  600 dpi with three levels of grey-scale 

Min. - Max. material 
width  

40mm-370mm  

Max. print width   360mm*  

Material types  Aluminium lidding foil, Paperback Aluminium foil, Tyvek, 
Aluminium Laminates    

Max. substrate 
thickness   

150 µm, others subject to testing.   

Max. production speed  Up to 54 m/min**  

Validated Inks  Hapa Ascepte UV DOD radical 85 series (low migration ink)  

Max. reel diameter  400 mm (R Version with possibility of external 
rewinder/unwinder with larger diameters)  
600 mm (S Version) 

*Configurable specification  
**Max. rated speed is dependent on the application (Substrate & Ink)  

Top-Mounted (T Version) 

This machine variant can be mounted on top of a packaging line.  The substrate/foil is 
fed into the machine from the packaging machine unwinder. The foil is printed and 
inspected inside the Hapa Web 4.0 module before being fed back into the normal foil 
path through the outfeed dancer.  

Stand (S Version) 

The large capacity unwinder stand variant is designed to be positioned next to the 
packaging line in cases where space on top of the host machine is limited. This option 
includes a machine frame, a foil unwinder with the ability to accept a roll with a 600 mm 
outside diameter, and a splice table with material clamping. The arrangement includes 
guards to the foil unwind area. Roll cores of 70 or 76 mm are supported. 
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Roll-to- Roll Module (R version only) 

The roll-to-roll module allows the Web 4.0 to be used as an offline system that can supply 
several lines with printed material. This module includes a machine frame, foil 
unwinder/rewinder, a web guide, a tension control for accurate rewinding and a splice 
table. The arrangement includes guards to the foil unwind and rewind area.  

Key Advantages 

• Small footprint ideal for on or offline applications  

• Award winning HMI also available as soft version for integration into host packaging 
machine interface. 

• Modular construction with simple upgrade path to meet future requirements. 

• Full color CMYK capability, or support for multiple spot colors. 

• High image quality through innovative tension managed transport system  

• Highly reliable jetting performance thanks to the Hi Flow ink delivery and nozzle 
recirculation system 

• Automatic print head cleaning system. 

• Optional pinning unit to allow overprinting of white or other colors. 

• UV curing process safety is assured via the LED epiCure system  

• Future proof design allows additional color bars to be added at a later stage. 

• Option for fully integrated and automated camera inspection system reducing 
validation set up/changeover time. 

• Enhanced integration possibilities with Digital IO and OPC-UA as communication 
protocol with external systems 

Print Engine Module Configurations 

• The print engine has space for 5 modules that can be equipped with either a color-
bar or a pinning unit.  

• Print width configurations, 360, 321, 268, 214, 161, 107 and 54 mm. 

Design Criteria 

Hapa Web 4.0 is designed in accordance with the stringent requirements of the 
pharmaceutical sector. The Web 4.0 has been designed with a specific focus upon 
product and operation safety in accordance with FDA, GMP and GAMP 5 guidelines.  

The system can be supported with documentation to support the qualification process. 

Document options may include: 

• Functional Specification 

• Configuration Specification 

• IQ Protocol 

• OQ Protocol 

Further documents related to qualification, including customised documentation are 
available upon request.  

Materials selection 

Materials for components that are in direct or indirect contact with the product have been 
selected to comply with MHRA and FDA guidelines.  

The system is CE certified and designed ready for other electrical standards (e.g. UL 
certification) on request and subject to quotation. 

The Web 4.0 has been designed under Hapa’s ISO 90001 business processes.  
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2. Functional Description 

This UV DOD digital printing module is suitable for a wide range of applications, adding 
high quality, durable print to lidding foils for blister packs, and other roll fed packaging 
forms.  The system can print registered artwork complete with variable data or 
overlapping/random artwork as standard.  Serialization is an option.   

The system comprises a modular printing module and a material handling system. The 
material handling system has a vacuum advance with servo-driven in and outfeed 
dancers to provide accurate tension managed control of the material that isolates the 
printing unit from the packaging machine thus, guaranteeing perfect repeatable print 
quality. In the event of a splice in the web, a sensor triggers the lifting of the print module 
to protect the print head array from risk of physical contact with the splice. 

A fully featured HMI acts as the interface for the user, and artwork files from a variety of 
sources can be printed quickly and accurately. All printing parameters together with 
variable or serialized data can be included as part of a print job. All of the necessary 
artwork ripping is automated to ensure ease of use for the operator. A full audit trail is 
included, and the data can be archived in line with FDA 21 CFR part 11. 

During standby, the print module remains in a parked/maintenance position. The fully 
automatic print head maintenance system guarantees reliability and repeatability of print.  

After data is sent to the system, the head maintenance unit retracts automatically, and 
printing begins with timing controlled by a combination signal from the shaft encoder and 
(where appropriate) trigger.  

As standard, the machine is delivered with a high dose LED curing array, epiCure.  This 
technology is maintenance free and has an exceptionally high life expectancy (20,000 
hours plus).  An option to the curing unit is an oxygen depletion system, epicure+.  This 
option comprises a filter that removes oxygen from the ambient air and a pump that 
circulates air in the curing area.  Oxygen depletion reduces the energy required for 
curing.  This option is only required in very specific applications.  

Print quality and integrity is not impacted if the line stops. The system can either wait 
in an online position or return to standby depending on the nature of the stop. Ink can 
be refilled without stopping the machine.  
 

Digital Workflow (Artwork and variable data) Option. 

Hapa PDF Print Service (HPPS) technology integrates seamlessly into your production 
workflow system. Using HPPS tools, batch constant and serialized data placeholders are 
embedded into the PDF by your central artwork team.  

The workflow uses “field identifiers” that are embedded within the PDF via placeholders, 
and these are automatically replaced with the appropriate variable data during the job 
run. This workflow removes the need for the creation of additional/duplicate overprint 
templates and masks. A software module is included that enables the creation of bar 
codes commonly used on Pharma production lines including: GS1 compatible 2D matrix 
codes that can be batch specific. Data Bar & EAN 128 Code that can be batch specific. 

Data can be collected either from interfaced MES, SCADA or ERP systems or via user 
entry fields via the HMI. The standard communication method for interfacing with external 
systems is via OPC UA. 
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Consultancy by a Hapa specialist regarding artwork preparation and integration into a 
workflow system is required in most applications. Digital integration support is therefore 
important in order to ensure a smooth introduction of the technology. 

Variable data can also be inputted manually by the operator at the start of a job if 
preferred, or if the ERP system is unavailable. 
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3. System Limitations 

Print Performance and Substrates 

Good print quality and performance in the blister sealing station is dependent upon the 
correct choice of substrate or surface coating and ink. A list of tested materials is 
available on request (doc PO-AP-R6-032). If the machine is intended for use with a 
material that is not listed on this document, then material testing is required and print 
performance can only be guaranteed once those tests are completed. All materials 
should be tested prior to order placement. In the event that materials are found to be 
incompatible after order placement, then costs associated with finding a remedy may be 
chargeable. 

Character Sizes 

A minimum size of character fonts depends on the substrate and needs to be determined 
through tests. A font size less than 4pt with 600 dpi resolution is possible, but samples 
should be made.  

Internal Network 

A real time machine internal network is used between the machine control (PLC), the 
Hapa IPC, Vision IPC and the print control system. This enables accurate image and 
print data processing, the internal network is not open for integration into other networks 
(e.g. customer, line networks), the machine can only interface through the described 
interfaces over the network gateway. 
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4. Specification of Standard Components 

Mechanical 

DOD Printing Module 

• UV DOD piezo inkjet heads. 

• 600 dpi native resolution. 

• Support of up to 3 levels of grey scale 

• Ink delivery system with hi-flow technology 

• Automatic vacuum and pressure control system for ink supply. 

• Automatic head cleaning station with enhanced head cleaning functions. 

• Motor controlled vacuum advance system. 

• Motor controlled Dancer system (material buffer) 

• Integrated UV LED curing system. 

Electrical & Electronic 

Stainless Steel Cabinet 

• Universal power supply. 

• Digital image processing. 

• B&R PLC control. 

• UV control system. 

Controls 

HMI 

• Color touch-screen control panel on an adjustable mounting. 

• Automatic job and print management, with optional overprinting templates. 

• German and English as standard. 

• Other languages according to customer specification are possible at extra cost. 

• Separate start / stop buttons. 

Machine safety 

• Doors shielding moving parts are locked during operation (interlocked). 

• System is compliant with Directive 2006/42/EC. 

Operational Safety 

• Ink levels controlled by a sensor, operator warning at “low” level and automatic 
machine stop at “too low” level. 

• Waste ink level controlled by a sensor. 

• LED light shielding. 

• UV system over temperature control and protection. 

• All critical functions monitored. 

• Cooling circuit flow and temperature monitoring. 
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Included Accessories 
 

4 Hapa UV DOD ink (bottle 1 kg) per color bar 
1 Universal cleaner for Hapa-printer (can 4kg) 
2 Hapa flush / storage / cleaning solution for digital printheads (bottle 1 kg) per color bar 
1 Set of service tools (UV DOD)  
1 Set of cleaning tools (UV DOD)  
1 Set of operator manuals (English or German) 
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5. Remote Service 
Remote Service is included during the warranty period. After the warranty a Remote 

Service contract is needed. 
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6. Standard Application, Interface and Options 

Standard Application 

The compact Web 4.0 is designed to print on roll fed substrates in line with a packaging 
line or off-line in a roll-to-roll configuration. The ink is cured instantly by the UV LED 
curing system and can be sealed immediately after printing. A standard 8 or 16 I/O 
Interface is included, along with a Standard Safety Interface, that includes an emergency 
stop input and output. 

Additional interfaces are available if required. A price estimate can be provided upon 
receipt of technical clarification and documentation of the customer requirement.  

Additional Options 

Hapa PDF Print Service (HPPS) 

Hapa PDF Print Service (HPPS) technology integrates seamlessly into your production 
workflow system. The HPPS merges variable or serialized data from external sources 
with the artwork using the data placeholders embedded in the PDF master. 

Integration into an LDAP Authentication Environment (e.g. Active Directory) 

Connection to an Active Directory (AD) via LDAP. This includes the assessment of the 
connection to the line system and the standard integration effort. In case the integration 
exceeds one workday, additional days will be charged as Integration Support IT/OT. 

Integration support for IT/OT 

Bespoke integrations can be evaluated and Hapa can offer software integration services, 
which are priced according to our daily software engineering rates. The standard 
interface for integration to ERP systems is via OPC-UA.  A price estimate can be 
provided on request. 

Serialization 

Option to print serialized data delivered from an external source (e.g CSV file)  

Hapa Secure (print image vision control system) 

The Hapa Secure print image vision control system is fully integrated into the machine 
and provides 100% quality control of the printed image. The solution uses (CIS) Contact 
Image Sensor inspection technology and a proven automated vision system. Hapa 
Secure provides automatic, full-surface point-by-point camera inspection based on the 
print layout, meaning it is an integral part of the Hapa artwork workflow. Inspection of 
virtually any font/character type (Arabic, Cyrillic, Indian, Chinese, etc.) is standard. 
System set up is achieved in one simple step using the approved PDF complete with 
variable data. This secure process reduces operator intervention and the risk of a set up 
error, and thanks to its high accuracy the system provides a low false-reject rate. 
Inspection and grading approximation of 1 and 2D codes is standard.  

In the event of an inspection fault, the good signal is removed, and the system of control 
depends on the application. In an offline application a secondary splice table is included. 
A fault signal causes the machine to stop in a controlled manner at the splice table. The 
section of spliced foil is either manually removed or marked with splice tape. Re-start of 
the printer is only possible once the fault message on the HMI is acknowledged and 
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cleared. After delivery of the printed roll to the packaging line, the splice tape is 
recognized by the packaging machine and rejected in a controlled manner via the shift 
register. All blister machines are equipped with this automated function, to detect and 
reject splices in web materials.  

For online applications, the packaging machine shift register is used to track the section 
of material to the reject mechanism. 

Two levels of inspection are available 

Color and Data  
Hapa Secure Color & Data is designed for inspecting artwork printed in CMYK.  It 
provides a complete printed image control. The system inspects, text and graphics 
ensuring that the printed artwork has the correct content, color, position, fonts, etc.   

Mono and Data  
Hapa Secure Mono & Data is designed for use in spot color applications though it can 
also be applied to CMYK applications where color verification is not a requirement.  The 
system inspects, text and graphics ensuring that the printed artwork has the correct 
content, contrast, position, fonts, etc.   
 

Serialized Data Check 

This software extension expands the vision capability to inspect serialized data to ensure 
readability. In the event of a read fault the good signal is removed and processed 
according to the application specific requirement.  This option includes data connection 
to the host T&T system. 

 Color & Data Mono & Data 

Inspection width Up to 376mm 

Inspection speed Up to 60m/min* 

Inspection resolution  Up to 720dpi** 

Digital I/O Interface X X 

Inspection Widget for Hapa OptiMate X X 

OPC – UA Interface  X X 

Position Control X X 

OCV X X 

Digital PDF Master Image X X 

User Control (21 CFR Part 11 
compliance) 

X X 

1D/2D Code Reading & Grading 
approximation 

X X 

Audit trail (21 CFR Part 11 compliance) X X 

Check of pre-printed foil X X 

Check analog (flexo) print X X 

Full page verification X X 

Printer quality control  X X 

Colour check X  

Color check X  

Serialized Data Check  Option 

 

Pre-print Control Unit (Top side) 

Allows for precise printing onto pre-printed foil. An integrated sensor looks for a pre-
printed mark on the top side of the foil, and the print start position is adjusted accordingly. 
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Pre-print Control Unit (Under side) 

Allows for precise printing onto pre-printed foil. An integrated sensor looks for a pre-
printed mark on the underside of the foil, and the print start position is adjusted 
accordingly. 

epicure+ 

This option comprises a filter that removes oxygen from the ambient air and a pump that 
circulates air in the curing area.  Oxygen depletion reduces the energy required for 
curing.  This option is only required in very specific applications which can be established 
after testing.  

Integration Equipment 

For integration into a packaging machine, the scope must be defined specifically.  

In the event that additional parts, changes to existing guarding or similar modifications 
are needed, additional costs may be incurred. Often, support is required from the 
packaging line OEM for software and mechanical changes & the cost of these changes 
is not covered by Hapa unless otherwise agreed.  

Corona Treatment Unit  

Corona treatment may be used to improve the surface tension of the substrate. This 
option allows adaptation of the ink flow and adhesion properties on selected materials 
as required, subject to application testing.  

Corona treatment produces Ozone which must be ventilated away from the production 
environment. Hapa can provide technical specifications for the handling of this. Hapa 
does not engineer the exhaust infrastructure on the plant (customer) side. 

UV LED Pinning Unit 

To fix the surface of a printed ink allowing overprint without bleeding. A pinning unit 
requires the space of one color bar. Material testing will indicate if this is a requirement, 
a price estimate can be provided on request. 

Water Cooling Unit 

To supply chilled water to the Hapa UV LED curing unit, the foil cooling plate and curing 
roller (depending upon application). 

Registered Print Unit: (Option T & S version only) 

This option is used in cases where the packaging machine with intermittent foil motion 
does not have a registration system installed and the print position needs to be registered 
to a sealing or cutting tool. 

An additional control system to allow print registration is integrated. A sensor monitors 
the advance of the intermittent packaging machine and the print length of the printer is 
adjusted accordingly. The registration tolerance is application specific and the speed of 
the printing unit is slowed down considerably.  

Web Guide 

An option for stand mounted and roll-to-roll machine is a web guide on the unwinder side. 
This option provides web guiding as the material enters the printer. A web guide is 
included in the R-R configuration on the rewinder side as standard. 
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Software Backup and Recovery Kit 

Software recovery package to enable a restore of the PLC and IPC in the unlikely event 
of a system crash. Kit includes a tool to load the backed-up data. 

Docking Components for Secure Connection to Host Machine  

An option for a stand mounted machine, the connection kit provides mechanical 
components that secure the machine to a floor mounted dock.  

Customized Docking Components for Secure Connection to Host Machine   

An option for a stand mounted machine, the connection kit provides an application 
specific connection to secure the position of the printer next to the packaging line.  Price 
available on request. 

Antistatic Unit 

Normally used with plastic laminate material, the Antistatic Unit mounts over the foil and 
removes static electricity to improve the quality of print while protecting the printer 
hardware. Static electricity can cause print defects such as attraction of dust particles, 
voids in the print, overspray, and other defects. Overcharged foil can cause electrical 
arcing to the printheads and leads to print head failure, and individual nozzles will cease 
to respond.  

Four Color Stack Light: (Option S version only) 

Provides illuminated indication of the machine status with standard color configuration.  
Standard on roll-to-roll machine. 

Customized configuration of stack light 

Application specific configuration of colors used to indicate machine status.  

Wear Parts 

Recommended wear parts for one year or 2000 operational hours.  

Customized ICC Printing Profile 

An ICC profile may be required for each material type run on the machine. The option 
includes analysis and evaluation of specific materials to determine the ICC profile.  

Extended Warranty 24 Months or 4000 Operational Hours  

Extension to the standard 2000 hour/ 12 months warranty. 

Installation, Commissioning and On-site Training 

Hapa Technicians on site to ensure a smooth site acceptance test and provide 
introductory training. According to the separate conditions. 

Detailed training at Hapa after FAT 

Recommended for new users. An application specific training for operators and/or 
technical personnel. Training covers operation and maintenance procedures. Price is 
based on our daily rate. 
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Detailed training On-site after Installation 

A machine specific training for operators and/or technical personnel. Training covers 
operation and maintenance procedures. Price is based on our daily rate. An additional 
training course for packaging technologists in the use of the workflow software is 
available. Price is available on request. 

Preventive Maintenance Package 

Preventive maintenance package covering the maintenance after the first year of 
operation. Includes visit by a Hapa technician, parts, labor and travel costs. 

The offered price includes the first service intervention, 8 – 12 months after SAT. 
Automatic renewal for the second and third year at the same cost, unless cancelled. 

Only applicable for Europe (excl. UK, IE, DK, SE, NO). 

Make Ready Server 

Base License, 1 User, (Subscription included for the first year) 

Make Ready is a software package that enables users to create a Digital-print-ready 
PDF from existing packaging layouts.  This includes the provision to add placeholders 
for variable data and serialised data.  The software runs locally on a server and can be 
accessed via the local network by multiple devices (according to enrolment model). 

 

The key features include: 

-Import of PDF and identification and separation out of a single packaging instance 

-Placeholder definition and management of variable data (also serialised Q1/23) 

-Support for barcode libraries and the embedding of variable data placeholders 

-Imposition / Step and Repeat in the context of a format guideline 

-Adding and editing of print/eye marks in the context of a format guideline 

-Ability to view, de/select the various color separation layers. 

-Automatic recognition of artwork features to define the inspection parameters (Q1/23) 

-Seamless integration into inspection system (Q1/23) 

-Automation of all of the above tasks into workflows 

-Export of printable PDF, with all data for print and inspection (Q1/23) contained 

-Visualization of printer specific PDF page format 

-Preflight checks of embedded fonts included. 

-Simulation of placeholders using configurable text data sources. 

-User Management supported by LDAP integration (as required) 

-CFR 21 Part 11 compliant audit trail compliant for Make Ready prepared artworks used     
within the software architecture. 

-Make Ready recommends the use of PDF/X-4 as a minimum standard 

Machine Packing 

Professional packing of the machine suitable for road and air transportation; sea freight 
on request.  
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7. Manuals and Documentation 

Standard 

Operator Manuals Paper Format 

One (1) HAPA standard machine operator manual (English or German). Other languages 
are available on request, at additional cost. 

Operator Manuals Data Carrier  

Machine and software user manuals on memory stick (English or German). Other 
languages are available on request, at additional cost. 

Optional 

Translation Manuals & HMI 

Translation of the machine interface and operator manuals into European language. 
German and English are available as standard (drawings and schematics are not 
translated from English original). Other languages are available on request. 

Additional Operator Manuals Paper Format 

Complete set of Hapa standard machine operator manuals in English or German. 

Standard functional specification including configuration specification 

The Functional Specification describes how the system fulfils its intended use and 
comprises a description of its main components, functions, capabilities, and interactions 
with users. The Configuration Specification details how the system is configured to meet 
the requirements of a specific application. 

IQ, OQ Protocols for Hapa Printer (testing not executed by Hapa) 

Machine specific qualification documents to support the user in the validation process. 
Consists of IQ and OQ protocols, performed by the customer. The protocols are only 
available in German and English. 

IQ, OQ Protocols for Hapa Printer and Hapa Secure (testing not executed by Hapa) 

Machine specific qualification documents to support the user in the validation process. 
Consists of IQ and OQ protocols, performed by the customer. The protocols are only 
available in German and English. 

Customized Documentation Set 

Including FS, URS response, traceability matrix and IQOQ qualification documents. 
Pricing can be determined after a consultation. 

Qualification Support for IQ, OQ Protocols 

If support is required to perform the qualification, the installing Hapa Engineer can 

support the performance and time is charged according to our standard hourly rates. 

Compliance with directives other than CE   

Available on request, machine produced according to a different safety standard (e.g. 
UL). Pricing available on request. 
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8. Test Conditions 

Samples for Engineering 

For feasibility test runs and set-up, materials must be delivered to Hapa in quantities 
requested by the project manager, complete with the written material specifications.  

If, at the time of ordering, samples are not available, Hapa reserve the right to make 
amendments upon receipt of same where necessary. 

Materials for Machine Testing 

All Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) materials must be received in Volketswil, Switzerland 
four (4) weeks prior to the FAT date. The minimum required quantity depends on the 
application.  

Shipping, handling and post FAT material destruction costs must be borne by the 
customer.  

A delay in the receipt of the test materials may result in a delay of the machine delivery. 
The FAT and SAT protocols are only available in German and English. 

FAT & SAT Procedures 

FAT 

A two (2) day Hapa standard FAT at Volketswil, Switzerland is included in the machine 
price. If any special test protocols are to be used, these must be received at Hapa four 
(4) weeks prior to the FAT date. If the tests are such that the FAT must be extended to 
more than two (2) days, the additional time will be charged according to our standard 
hourly rates. No reimbursement will be made if the customer does not attend the FAT. 

SAT 

By prior arrangement. Not included in the standard scope of supply. 

Print Quality Acceptance Criteria 

Hapa will produce a sample of specific customer artwork on the material to be printed 
which both parties must sign off as the reference for print quality. The final acceptance 
test must demonstrate that the achieved print quality is the same as the reference 
sample. 

Samples for Use during a Factory Acceptance Test 

During the factory acceptance test the pre-defined print quality standard is demonstrated 
using the customer’s material. The customer is urged to attend these tests. The customer 
must provide materials and artwork to facilitate the tests. 

Acceptance Criteria 

Print Performance: 

For specific customer requests it is highly recommended to complete dedicated print 
sampling, which can also be taken as references for acceptance criteria for FAT/SAT 
protocols. 

 


